Accessories
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How HiB
Accessories make
all the difference...
When it comes to designing your bathroom, it can be the
little things which make the biggest difference. The best
accessories balance functionality and flair, adding a dash
of personality which brings the space to life.
The HiB accessories range does just that, offering a high
quality, quick, easy and stylish way to transform the look
and feel of your bathroom. Our range has something
for everyone, so whether you love timeless traditional or
classic cool, you’ll find your perfect match here.
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This toilet roll holder is
available in both a chrome
or black finish.

Accessory Series
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Toilet Roll Holder
With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01 - Chrome finish
ACTRHBK01 - Black finish
Left or right hand installation

Your bathroom accessories should fit your
lifestyle, and in our increasingly connected
world, a safe space to rest your mobile device
is an absolute must. Our innovative toilet
roll holder is an eye-catching addition to any
bathroom, and with its specially designed
shelf and anti-slip mat, you can keep your
device on hand, and out of harm.

Discover
your style...
From sleek Scandinavian to inspiring industrial and
everything in between, our range of accessories offers a
choice of shapes, styles and finishes to complement any
décor. What’s more, our accessories are built to last,
so you can love the look you choose for years to come.
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Hecto

Toilet Brush

Wall Mounted or Floor Standing

Keep your floor space clear
with our wall mounted toilet
brush. Hecto is simple to
fit, and its secure fixings
mean it stays in place even
in the busiest of bathrooms.
Alongside its high-quality,
polished chrome finish,
it includes a removable
frosted glass tumbler for
ease of cleaning and
optimum hygiene.
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All product dimensions are in cm

Hecto Accessory Series

Toilet Roll Holder
ACHECH01

£42

Toilet Roll Holder°

With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01

H11cm x W15cm x D5cm

£81

H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Robe Hook
ACHECH02

£25

Towel Ring
ACHECH03

H4cm x W4cm x D3cm

£51

H11cm x W22cm x D5cm

Towel Rail
ACHECH05

£77

H4cm x W64cm x D8cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACHECH04

£67

H18cm x W7cm x D11cm

Tumbler*
ACHECH06

£41

H12cm x W7cm x D10cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH01
With removable and
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D11cm

*Removable for easy clean

°Right or left hand installation

£99

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFSCH01

£99

With removable and
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D9cm
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Nano

Toothbrush Tumbler
Keep your toothbrush to
hand with our wall mounted
glass tumbler.
High quality polished chrome
and frosted glass add a
premium feel to this
bathroom essential.
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All product dimensions are in cm

Nano Accessory Series

Toilet Roll Holder
ACNACH01

£42

Toilet Roll Holder°

With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01

H11cm x W15cm x D5cm

£81

H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Robe Hook
ACNACH02

£25

£51

Towel Ring
ACNACH03

H10cm x W29cm x D5cm

H4cm x W4cm x D5cm

£89

Grab Bar
ACNACH05

H6cm x W36cm x D8cm

Towel Rail
ACNACH06

£77

H4cm x W64cm x D6cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACNACH04

£67

H17cm x W8cm x D11cm

Tumbler*
ACNACH07

£41

H12cm x W8cm x D11cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH02
With removable and
replaceable head

H44cm x W10cm x D12cm

*Removable for easy clean

°Right or left hand installation

£99

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFS02

£99

With removable and
replaceable head

H56cm x W10cm x D10cm
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Pico

Towel Ring
Soft lines and a polished
chrome finish lend a modern
feel to this towel ring, whilst
secure fittings keep it perfectly
positioned, wherever you
choose to fix it.
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All product dimensions are in cm

Pico Accessory Series

Toilet Roll Holder
ACPICH01

£62

Toilet Roll Holder°

With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01

H2cm x W15cm x D10cm

£81

H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Robe Hook
ACPICH02

£38

Towel Ring
ACPICH03

H5cm x W2cm x D4cm

£69

H2cm x W21cm x D10cm

Grab Bar
ACPICH05

£109

H3cm x W35cm x D6cm

Towel Rail
ACPICH06

£95

H2cm x W64cm x D5cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACPICH04

£89

H17cm x W8cm x D12cm

Tumbler*
ACPICH07

£65

H12cm x W8cm x D10cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH02
With removable and
replaceable head

H44cm x W10cm x D12cm

*Removable for easy clean

°Right or left hand installation

£99

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFS02

£99

With removable and
replaceable head

H56cm x W10cm x D10cm
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Atto
Available in Chrome
or Black finish

Grab Bar
Safety shouldn’t mean
compromising on style.
Geometric design and a
choice of polished chrome or
contemporary black make this
secure-fix grab bar the ideal
choice for any bathroom.
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All product dimensions are in cm

Chrome

Black

Atto Accessory Series

Available in:

Chrome

Toilet Roll Holder
ACATCH01 - Chrome
ACATBK01 - Black

Black

£62

£77

Toilet Roll Holder°

With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01 - Chrome
ACTRHBK01 - Black

H3cm x W13cm x D8cm

£81

£89

H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Robe Hook

ACATCH02 - Chrome
ACATBK02 - Black

£38

£47

Towel Ring

ACATCH03 - Chrome
ACATBK03 - Black

H6cm x W2cm x D4cm

£69

£84

H2cm x W20cm x D8cm

Grab Bar

ACATCH05 - Chrome
ACATBK05 - Black

£109

£119

£95

£109

H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Towel Rail

ACATCH06 - Chrome
ACATBK06 - Black
H2cm x W64cm x D7cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACATCH04 - Chrome
ACATBK04 - Black

£89

£99

H17cm x W7cm x D10cm

Tumbler*

ACATCH07 - Chrome
ACATBK07 - Black

£65

£85

H11cm x W7cm x D8cm

Toilet Brush*

Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH01 - Chrome
ACTBWHBK03 - Black
With removable and
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D11cm

*Removable for easy clean

°Right or left hand installation

£99
£119

Toilet Brush*

Floor Standing
ACTBFSCH01 - Chrome
ACTBFSBK03 - Black

£99
£119

With removable and
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D9cm
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Angled Grab Rails
For added reassurance and safety

Angled Grab Rail (Right)
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All product dimensions are in cm

Angled Grab Rail (Left)
ACCACH03

£199

H24 cm x W67cm x D9cm

Angled Grab Rail (Right)
ACCACH04

£199

H24 cm x W67cm x D9cm

Angled Grab Rails
This stylish chrome rail has been designed with safety
in mind. With left and right handed installation options
available, this angled grab rail is ideal for a range
of settings in the bathroom and facilitates greater
ease of movement around the bathroom.
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Angled Grab Rails
With Toilet Roll Holder and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Left)
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All product dimensions are in cm

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Right)

£279

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Left)
PAM002

H35cm x W73cm x D10cm (Maximum)

£279

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Right)
PAM003

H35cm x W73cm x D10cm (Maximum)

Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat
ACCACH05

£49

H1cm x W14cm x D10cm

Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat
Sometimes the smaller accessories can make
a big difference to the bathroom. This stunning
multipurpose shelf with integrated anti slip mat is
designed to offer a convenient and practical
solution with a premium finish.
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Grab Bars
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All product dimensions are in cm

Grab Bar with Grip
ACCACH02

£149

H3cm x W32cm x D7cm

Atto Grab Bar
ACATBK05 - Black

£119

H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Atto Grab Bar

ACATCH05 - Chrome

£109

H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Pico Grab Bar
ACPICH05

£109

H3cm x W35cm x D6cm

Nano Grab Bar
ACNACH05

£89

H6cm x W36cm x D8cm

Grab Bars
Feel secure with the increased safety of a grab bar in
your bath or shower space. HiB’s range of secure fix
grab bars offer a multipurpose solution, with styles
to suit your individual bathroom design. For added
reassurance, our grab bar with textured grip offers an
enhanced safety solution.
hib.co.uk
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Shower Accessories
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All product dimensions are in cm

Multi Feature Shower Shelf
With Magnetic Squeegee and Grab Bar
ACSBCH08

To keep your shower clean and clutter-free,
our multi feature shower basket combines
generous storage with a handy magnetic
squeegee attachment. What’s more, its
secure fixing minimises movement, allowing
it to also act as a discreet grab bar.

Elegant storage
solutions…
Storage is key to maintaining a tidy shower – and with HiB
accessories, you can keep your body wash and shampoos
in order, without compromising on design. Choose
our Easy Lift and Easy Clean designs for hassle-free
hygiene, or opt for our multi-feature shelf with magnetic
squeegee attachment, to keep your shower glass pristine.
Whether you have ten bottles or two in your shower, our
accessories make shower storage simple and stylish.
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Corner Grab Bars
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All product dimensions are in cm

Corner Shower Basket with Grab Bar
ACSBCH09

£135

H7cm x W24cm x D24cm

Corner Shower Basket with Grab Bar
Storage meets stability with our corner grab bar. A sturdy
handle makes this option both safe and stylish, whilst the
basket offers ample room for showering essentials.

Corner Grab Bar
ACCACH01

£75

H3cm x W35cm x D3cm

Corner Grab Bar with Grip
Offering all the security and support of a grab bar with
a stylish finish to complete the look of the room, this
handy corner solution can be neatly positioned in the
bath or shower area at different heights to suit your
individual needs. The enhanced grip application
allows you to use the bar with ease and offers
superior safety and peace of mind.
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Easy Clean
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All product dimensions are in cm

Corner Shower Basket with Removable Tray
Easy Clean
ACSBCH03

£75

H7cm x W16cm x D17cm

Easy clean system

Reversible to both left and right hand installations

Two Tier Corner Shower Basket with Removable Trays
Easy Clean
ACSBCH07

£149

H38cm x W16cm x D17cm

Shower Basket with Removable Tray
Easy Clean
ACSBCH04

£75

H7cm x W22cm x D11cm

Easy Clean Shower Baskets
The stainless steel Easy Clean shower basket is the
perfect choice for those who love a modern look, and
thanks to the removable, dishwasher-safe inner tray,
cleaning couldn’t be simpler. For family bathrooms,
or households who love their lotions and potions, the
corner shower basket is available in dual configuration
for extra storage.
hib.co.uk
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Easy Lift
Available in Chrome or Black finish
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All product dimensions are in cm

Easy lift secure bracket system

Available in:

Chrome

Black

Corner Shower Basket
Easy Lift
ACSBCH05 - Chrome
ACSBBK01 - Black

£69

£99

H8cm x W19cm x D19cm

Shower Basket

Easy Lift
ACSBCH06 - Chrome
ACSBBK02 - Black

£69

£99

H8cm x W26cm x D12cm

Easy Lift Shower Baskets
A style all-rounder, Easy Lift is just as at home in an
industrial interior as it is a timeless traditional setting.
The specially designed secure fixing allows these
baskets to be easily removed and reattached, for a
comprehensive clean in moments. Available in classic
chrome or matt black.
hib.co.uk
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Multi Feature
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All product dimensions are in cm

Multi Feature

Shower Grab Bar, Squeegee and Shelf
ACSBCH08

£149

H9cm x W30cm x D10cm

Multi Feature Shower Shelf
With Magnetic Squeegee and Grab Bar
Keep the clutter at bay with our multi feature
shower shelf, which blends storage space with
safety thanks to its polished grab bar. Combined
with a convenient magnetic squeegee attachment,
this shower basket ticks all of the boxes.
hib.co.uk
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Riser Rail Baskets

Riser Rail Baskets

Traditional Riser Rail Basket
Clip On
ACSBCH01
Ø20-25mm required

£86

H8cm x W16cm x D14cm
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All product dimensions are in cm

Modern Riser Rail Basket
Clip On
ACSBCH02
Ø17-22mm required

H7cm x W23cm x D11cm

£92

Short on space? Our Riser Rail Baskets
attach to your existing shower for
maximum storage with minimum impact
on your room to manoeuvre.
Classic design ensures these baskets
fit seamlessly into any bathroom décor.

Squeegee and Holder

Squeegee and Holder
Squeegee and Holder

PAM001
Squeegee: H17cm x W24cm x D2cm
Squeegee Holder: H5.5cm x W4cm x D2cm

£35

Keep your shower shining with our space
efficient squeegee and holder.
hib.co.uk
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Shower Seat
For safety and comfort
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All product dimensions are in cm

Shower Seat - White
ACSSWHI01

£249

H9cm x W37cm x D33cm (Folded down)
H36cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat
White
This compact and discreet shower seat is a sleek
and contemporary solution that offers improved
convenience and accessibility without intruding on
the space. With strong fixings to hold up to 18 stone
(120kg), this shower seat is designed to improve
comfort and mobility when washing.
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Shower Seat with Support Leg
Available in White or Dark Grey finish
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All product dimensions are in cm

Shower Seat

with Support Leg
ACSSWHI02 - White

£299

H45cm x W37cm x D40cm (Folded down)
H51cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat

with Support Leg
ACSSDAG01 - Dark Grey

£299

H45cm x W37cm x D40cm (Folded down)
H51cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat
With Support Leg
For additional reassurance, HiB’s shower seat with
support leg offers a high quality solution with
a desirable compact design. The foldable system
is available in a choice of white and dark grey
finishes and can be securely fixed to hold up to
23 stone (150kgs).
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